
PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS! 

IMPORTANT: Clean beer lines and make sure CO2 pressure is set properly before installation of the 

tower cooler. This unit will not prevent foamy beer caused by dirty beer lines or improperly set CO2 

pressure.  

Installation Instructions: 

Remove keg from kegerator unless you feel you can work around it. Remove the round cap from top of tower on 

the kegerator (it should pry off easily with a screwdriver if it is not removable by hand). This will allow for easy 

cutting of the tube at the top of the tower later. Insert the hose into the connector on the blower box and turn the 

connector while turning the hose in the opposite direction until the hose is firmly seated in the connector. Run the 

hose into the tower. Cut excess hose from the top of the tower and make sure there are a few inches of free space 

for the air to flow out of the air hose. Do not position the air hose outlet right at the top of the tower or directly 

under the beer tap/beer line as obstructions will reduce air flow. Also make sure the hose outlet it is not directly 

facing the tower wall. I find it is best to zip tie it to the beer line, or wedge it between the tower wall and where 

the beer line connects to the tap, making sure it is an inch or two below the cap at the top of the tower. Replace 

the cap on the kegerator tower. For best results, stand the blower box upright, placing it directly behind the 

kegerator on the ledge, with the blower fan facing AWAY from the kegerator cooling plate on the back of the 

kegerator. The BACK of the blower box (non-blower side) should face the kegerator cooling plate, and should have 

an inch or two of free space between it and the kegerator cooling plate. If your unit is equipped with air difussers 

(holes on the back of the blower box), they need room to breathe. Air flow out of the tower cooler will be reduced 

if the air difussers are placed flush against the kegerator cooling plate or any other part of the kegerator. The air 

difussers are designed to maximize air flow into the tower, minimize blower noise, and give additional air 

circulation inside of the kegerator. Also, make sure there are a few inches of free space between the blower fan 

itself and the keg, or any other part of the kegerator. If anything is blocking the blower, air flow will be reduced. 

Positioning the blower as directed will provide maximum cooling and the least amount of foam on your beer. Plug 

the AC adapter in and switch the blower on. The power cord can be run out the door. The door gasket will seal 

over it with no problem. Just make sure to periodically check the cord is not being pinched by any metal surfaces 

on the kegerator, as this may damage the cord. Alternately, you can run the power cord out the hole for the co2 

hose (if equipped), but this may require slightly widening the hole. Carefully drilling a new hole for the power cord 

is also an option. Just make sure you are drilling into the kegerator wall only, and are away from any wiring or 

cooling components. Allow ample time for the kegerator to cool your keg again since the door will have been open 

for a while. This may take a few hours depending on how long you’ve had the door open. Once the kegerator has 

cooled the keg again the blower box will cool the tower pretty quickly. The switch can be used to turn the unit off 

when not drinking beer or the unit can be left running constantly if you prefer. It is normal for the blower to start 

up slowly and it takes a couple of minutes for it to warm up. 

 

 


